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Dear PSC Members 

Once again I find myself in the position of having to cancel our monthly meeting for August 20, 2020. And 
again, if this seems premature, it is to allow time for it get into the newsletter.  St. John United Methodist still 
has no plans to reopen in the near future. In addition, Governor Lee's executive orders limiting large group 
meetings is still in effect through at least August 29, 2020. More importantly the case rate, number of hospi-
talizations, number of ICU admissions and deaths continue to increase in Hamilton County and even sur-
rounding areas. As important as photography is to me, the health and safety of our members is even more 
important. 

We had a successful online meeting with Lin Prabish presenting on July 23, and Bob Blevins is working on 
trying to arrange another online speaker for August. Nothing is confirmed yet, and even if he arranges a pro-
gram it may or may not be on our normal meeting night and time. We'll have to let everyone know details via 
a mass email if and when details are final.  

I hope everyone is keeping up with the newsletter, website and Facebook page and you are finding other 
ways to fuel your photography passion in this difficult time. There have been several recent newsletter arti-
cles that may give you some ideas and inspiration.  

I don't take cancelling these meetings lightly, and I feel like the Grinch each and every time I have to write 
one of these notices. I really miss seeing my fellow photographers in person. This can't and won't last forev-
er, it just feels like it. 

Mickey Rountree 

August Meetings Cancelled 

Bob Blevins is working on getting Lisa Langell as speaker for our next Zoom meeting. 

Lisa was a presenter at the PSA Salt Lake City 2018 Conference.  Her webinars have 

strong educational content and encourage audience participation via the chat box in re-

al time.  Be sure to “check the website for our next Zoom meeting.”   
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PSC Membership 

Pay your membership online through PayPal 

www.chattanoogaphoto.org 

Or by check ~ Mail check (payable to PSC) to PSC, 

PO Box 8886, Chattanooga 37414  

 STUDENTS (FULL TIME) $15    

 SINGLE $30      

 FAMILY (SAME HOUSEHOLD) $40 

Photo Field Trips 

Photo Contest 

Photo Workshops 

Monthly Meetings and More! 

PSC Committee Chairs 
 

Boot Camp: Randy Ware 

  bootcamp@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Camera Club Council of Tennessee 

  (3CT) Club Rep: Sally Edwards  

  3ctclubrep@chattanoogaphoto.org  

Community Outreach: Patricia Wilkins 

  outreach@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Contests-Quarterly and Annual:  

  Louann Smith  

  contest@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Contest - SCIPE Coordinators: 

  Myra Reneau and Pat Gordy 

  SCIPE@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Exhibitions: Milton McLain 

  exhibitions@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Field Trips: Bruce Tatum 

  field-trips@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Fundraising: Mary McLain 

  fundraising@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Membership: Kathy Hamill 

  contact@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Newsletter: Mary Jane Fish,  Editor 

  editor@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Programs: Bob Blevins 

  programs@chattanoogaphoto.org 

PSA Competition - PID: Milton McLain 

  pid-competition@chattanoogaphoto.org 

PSA Competition - ND: Bill Mueller 

  ndcompetition@chattanoogaphoto.org  

PSA Club Representative: Milton McLain 

   psa-rep@chattanoogaphoto.org  

Publicity: Karen Beisel 

  publicity@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Sound Technician: Jim Mears 

  sound@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Special Events: TBA 

  special-events@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Website: Dave Reasons and David Temples 

  website@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Webmaster: Dave Reasons and David Temples 

  webmaster@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Workshops and Seminars: Bill Mueller 

  workshops@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Youth Photography Showcase (YPS):  

  Pat Gordy 

  youthcontest@chattanoogaphoto.org 

 

 

New Members and Visitors  

 PSC welcomes all visitors and new members. 

 New members are invited to participate in all 

  PSC events and visitors are encouraged to  

  join PSC after three visits. 

Calendar of Events 

Aug 6— 6:30 pm— Board Meeting 

Aug 20— 6:00 pm—Bootcamp 

Aug 20—7:00 pm—Monthly Meeting 

Aug 20—3rd Qtr Competition entries due 

Visitors New Members 

  

 Returning Member 
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What’s New on the Web?                          August 2020 

Here’s an interesting tutorial by someone I haven’t covered before--
Thomas Heaton.  Thomas is a landscape photographer, and here is a 
link to his video “5 Ways I Approach Focusing for Landscape Photog-
raphy.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEzB2hzs2v8 

 

Back in June, Adobe released a major update to Adobe Camera Raw.  It 
was probably the most significant update to the interface that I’ve seen 
in 12 years.  Here is a four-part series from Blake Rudis on the new 
Adobe Camera Raw titled “ACR  12.3 Explained” 

https://f64academy.com/everything-need-know-acr-12-3-4-part-series/ 

 

Serge Ramelli is giving away free his 2020 Photography Toolbox.  It includes training videos, sky replacements 
Photoshop brushes Presets and Profiles.  You can download it here: 

https://www.photo-serge.com/cfpl001a-free-toolbox 

 

Photography presents us with a multitude of file types, which always raises the question, what type should I use 
for what purpose? We have jpeg’s, tiff’s, PSD’s, DNG’s, PNG’s and several more.  Here Colin Smith goes into 
detail about “What are file types in Photoshop, which should I use?” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTHfO5adaKk 

 

One of the most amazing tools in photoshop is Content-Aware Fill, and Adobe is always improving it.  Here’s an 
older video from PIXimperfect that presents it in the clearest and best detail that I’ve seen.  “Finally Remove Stuff 
FAST with this New Tech - Using Content-Aware Fill in Photoshop” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS4PehBbk5o 

 

To wrap it up for this month, here’s a couple of articles on something that every one of us uses--memory cards.  
The first article is on formatting your memory cards.  The article will go in-depth as to why but the hard and fast 
rules are: 

Never delete images in-camera 

Always “Format” your card, never “Erase All” 

Only format your card in the camera, not in your computer 

https://www.delkindevices.com/learning_lab/formatting-explained/ 

 

The second article goes into those undecipherable letters and numbers on your memory cards.  It covers capaci-
ty, max read speed, max write speed, speed class, and more.  Stuff we need to know to get the best response 
out of our cards. 

https://www.delkindevices.com/learning_lab/memory-cards-explained/ 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEzB2hzs2v8
https://f64academy.com/everything-need-know-acr-12-3-4-part-series/
https://www.photo-serge.com/cfpl001a-free-toolbox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTHfO5adaKk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS4PehBbk5o
https://www.delkindevices.com/learning_lab/formatting-explained/
https://www.delkindevices.com/learning_lab/memory-cards-explained/
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Dear PSC members: 

 

Each year the PSC Board is required to present a proposed slate of officers to the membership in August for 
them to review and then vote on in September. This is also the time to make any additional nominations. Nor-
mally voting is in person at the picnic, but unless the COVID situation improves soon, and dramatically, I think 
we will probably have to vote by email this year. 

 

First of all I want to thank  all of our existing officers and board members. This club could not exist and function 
without all of your efforts. And special thanks and congratulations to those board members whose terms are 
ending this year: Bill Mueller, Latta Johnson, and Randy Ware. 

 

Mickey Rountree 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Proposed new Officers and Board Members 

 

Robert Blevins moves up to President 

Louann Smith has agreed to become President Elect 

Mary McLain has agreed to stay on as Treasurer 

Ed Laughlin has agreed to stay on as Secretary. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

We have three new board member candidates (term ending 2023) 

Randy Ware 

Martin Fish 

Jim Pierson 

 

And to fill the remaining two years of Louann's board term (term ending 2022) 

Sharon Wise 

Proposed Slate of Officers for 2020-2021 
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Photography Basics—Four Image Edits Part 3 

By MIckey Rountree 

 

This is the third of my series, where four photographers submit an image, and it is edited by all four. My fellow 

photographers for this project are Bob Copeland, Bill Mueller, and Richard Smith. 

For this third image by Richard Smith, we could edit in Lightroom, Photoshop, or both. 

Richard's RAW image was a DNG file with no editing applied.  

Original Image 
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Continued on Page 8 

My Edit 

Global Adjustments 

I brought Richard's image into Lightroom with no editing or sharpening applied. It defaulted to Adobe color pro-

file. A quick look at the histogram shows there is no highlight or shadow clipping, and the histogram almost 

touches the right-hand side, so the in-camera exposure was perfect. 

 

I started by making my basic adjustments in Lightroom before moving the image into Photoshop. 

1) I usually fix the thing that bothers me most first. In this case, it was the crooked horizon. I straightened it with 

the level tool. 

2) I changed the color profile to Adobe Landscape, and that helped the colors a lot. 

3) The sky seemed a bit too cyan, so I changed the temperature to 6050 and added +7 Magenta. 

4) In the tone panel, my settings were: 

 Exposure -0.12 

 Contrast +24 

 Highlights -100 

 Shadows +40 

 Whites +33 

 Blacks -19 

 Texture 0 

 Clarity +12 

 Dehaze 25 

 Vibrance +5 

 Saturation 0 

Local Adjustments 

Still in Lightroom, I painted over the light color rocks with brush settings of Texture +80, Highlights -22, and ex-

posure –0.35 to tone these bright rocks down a bit. I used a second brush at -1.0 exposure and painted over all 

of the foreground rocks to keep the eye in the center of the photo. 
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  Photoshop Editing 

I sharpened the image using high pass sharpening, one of my favorite sharpening methods for landscapes and 

HDR. High pass settings were 8 pixels and soft light blend mode. 

I used NIK Color EFEX tonal contrast filter on a new layer and masked out the sky, so it didn't become too ex-

treme. 

I used the camera raw filter and an adjustment brush to paint over the canyon wall in the center of the image 

with +20 dehaze for even more contrast and to make the colors pop a bit more. (I could have done this back in 

Lightroom just as easily) 

I tried turning this into a black and white image using NIK Silver EFEX, but it wasn't effective to me since the col-

ored layers in the canyon walls are part of the impact of the images. 

My Final Edit  

 

Bill Mueller's edit in his words 

I decided to do this image entirely in Lightroom to experiment with the luminosity masking capabilities added in 
the last year to the adjustment brush.  Usually, I move over to Photoshop for those types of adjustments.  With 
every image, I go to the Transform panel and hit Auto.  This straightens the image. Sometimes further adjust-
ments are needed, but this works about 99% of the time.  Next, I move to Lens Corrections and make sure that 
Remove Chromatic Aberration and Enable Profile Corrections are checked.   
 
Global Adjustments 

First, I made some basic adjustments.  I set the White +26 and Black -17 points of the image.  I increased the 
exposure+12, increased the Highlights +17, and increased the shadows +100.  In the Presence box, I upped 
Texture +24, Clarity +38, Dehaze +10, and Vibrance +24. 
 
I felt the adjustments made the blue in the sky too dark, so in the HSL panel I increased the Blue Luminance +36 
 
I then added some sharpening to the edges.  To mask out all but the most obvious edges, I moved the masking 
slider up to 92, then increased sharpening to 107. 
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Continue on Page 10 

Local Adjustments 

Then I moved to the Adjustment Brush to use the Luminosity Masks.  I set the first one up to address the Shad-
ows. If you haven't tried this, you paint the entire image with the adjustment brush, then you set the Range Mask 
to luminance and then adjust the range.  I this case, I moved the right slider from 100 down to 41.  If you click on 
Show Luminance Mask, you'll see the Red areas of the mask are the ones that will be affected by the adjust-
ments. I made adjustments to Exposure +0.44, Texture +33. Dehaze +15 and Saturation +80.  I also increased 
Sharpness by +57. 
 
Next, I moved on to the Highlights. This time I moved the left slider from 0 to 69.  The adjustments I made here 
were to Exposure +0.52,  Highlights -100, shadows -2, Texture +48, Clarity +17, Dehaze +11 and Saturation 
+50. 
 

Bill's Final Edit 

 

 

Richard Smith's edit in his words 

Analyzing the Image  

I made this image in the Spring of 2018 when Louann and I drove out west to find the parts of old Route 66 that 

remain.  We arrived at the south rim of the canyon at mid-morning on a beautiful spring day.  Good things never 

last. An hour after I made this image, a sudden snowstorm hit the canyon.  In a span of about five minutes, a 

view of miles was reduced to 20 feet. Within ten minutes after that, we were up to our ankles in snow—time to 

go. 

I have processed this image many times. None have captured the sense of awe and wonder I experienced see-

ing it with my own eyes.  But I keep trying. 

This is a RAW image, so it needs more contrast, saturation, and sharpening. If I had shot this in jpeg, contrast, 

saturation, and sharpening would have been automatically added to the image, but those additions would have 

been uniform throughout the image. The adjustments needed for the sky are different from those needed for the 

canyon.  
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Global Adjustments 

Lens Corrections and Transform Panels 

First things first. In Lens Corrections, I checked the boxes to Remove Chromatic Aberrations and Enable 

Profile Corrections for my Nikon lens.  In Transform, I clicked on Auto to level the horizon. 

Cropping 

I am not afraid of heights; I just have a healthy respect, so I stood well back from the edge when I made this 

image. But I wanted you, the viewer, to have the feeling of standing right on the edge, so I cropped up from the 

bottom a little. I also cropped down from the top to eliminate the pine cone in the middle of the image. 

 

Tone 

I have two different methods for setting the Black and White points. I will choose one, depending on my subjec-

tive judgment of which one works best for the particular image.  In the older method, I would move the Whites 

slider to the right, and the Blacks slider to the left until you begin to see clipping.  Then I saw a video by one the 

Adobe gurus who slammed the Highlights slider all the way to the left (-100) and the Shadows slider all the way 

to the right (+100).  In this image, I used the latter method. I then adjusted by increasing the Whites (+31) and 

decreasing the blacks (-8).   This is just like seasoning a stew - everybody does it a little differently.  

HSL Panel 

Sometimes I will use the HSL sliders nears the end of the edit to made final adjustments to specific colors. This 

is all purely subjective. Here I made the following adjustments: Luminance Red, Orange, and Yellow (-10), Sat-

uration Red, Orange, and Yellow (+15) Green and Blue (-5). 

Local Adjustments 

The Sky 

I first used the Graduated Filter tool, starting from the top and bringing it down to the top of the rim of the can-

yon. This included part of the tree on the left, which needed a different adjustment than the sky. To exclude the 

tree, I used the Luminance Range Mask embedded in the Graduated Filter. Holding down the Option key 

(ALT on PC), I moved the slider for the Luminance Range Mask to 85, which turned the tree black, thereby 

excluding it from my adjustments to the sky.  (Remember: black excludes, white includes.)  Staying in the Grad-

uated Filter, I moved the sliders as follows: Highlights (-5), Dehaze (+30), and Clarity (+10). 

The Canyon 

Again I used the Graduated Filter this time starting from the bottom and going upward to the canyon rim. With-

in the Graduated Filter, I adjusted the sliders as follows: Highlights (-10), Shadows (+12), Saturation (+10), 

Sharpness (+10), Clarity (+10), Texture (+40), Temperature (+20). 

Tree on the Left 

Using the Brush tool, I painted over the tree. I was not careful about my technique, because I next applied the 

Luminance Range Mask embedded within the Brush tool. Moving the slider to the left until it reached 10, this 

left the tree white (included in the adjustment) and the surrounding areas black (excluded from the adjustment). 

I then adjusted the sliders as follows: Exposure (+40), Shadows (+100), Clarity (+30), Sharpness (+10). 

Foreground Shadow  

Using the Brush tool, I painted over the area of shadow and then adjusted the sliders as follows: Shadows 

(+50), Clarity (+40), Saturation (+10). 

Bright Rock on the Right.  

I felt the brightness of this rock formation drew the eye. It is a part of the image, but not the focus of interest. To 

de-emphasize it, I painted it with the Brush tool and then made the following adjustments: Highlights (-30), 

Texture (+25), Clarity (+20), Saturation (+10), Sharpness (+10). 

Canyon Floor 

Looking at the image, I felt the canyon floor was a little soft. I used the brush tool to paint the portion of the floor 

nearest to the viewer and then made the following adjustments: Texture (+15), Sharpness (+10), Clarity (+10), 

and Dehaze (+15) 

Finishing Adjustments 

Sharpening 

Amount: 65, Radius: 0.8, Detail: 30, Masking: 45. I increased the Masking slider to 45 because, at that 

amount, the blue sky was black, meaning it would not be sharpened (black excludes). You do not want to 

sharpen a clear blue sky with a smooth surface. 
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Continued on page 12 

Vignette 

I added a Vignette of -7. 

I stepped away from the image overnight and then came back to it.  I wanted to do something that would give the 

image a little more 3D effect. I turned to the Tone Curve tool. Most people avoid this tool, including me, but it 

has its place. Using the Custom Point Curve. I placed control points in the middle of the linear line and at the 

top of the smallest square in the lower-left quadrant. This covered the area of the shadows in the image. I then 

placed another control point close to the bottom point and pulled down on it very slightly. Boom! That was 

enough to make it pop.  Using three points gave me more precise control as none of the areas outside the outer 

point were affected by the adjustment. 

None of these adjustments are written in stone. It is important to get the correct exposure for your image, but 

after that, it's just seasoning for the stew. Everyone likes their seasoning a little differently. 

Richard's Final Edit 

 

 

Bob Copeland's edit in his words 

Global Adjustments  
In Lightroom, I adjusted Highlights (-100) Shadows (+100) White (-15) Black (+2) and Dehaze (+16). I cropped to 
a 2 x 3 ratio. I then took the image over to Photoshop. 

I adjusted the levels with an adjustment layer, Shadows 0, Midtones 100, Highlights 228. 

I created a curves adjustment layer input 118 to output 96. I then created a second adjustment curve layer with 
input 130 to 155 output -fill curve layer and filled the mask with black. I painted white on the mask using a soft 
brush at 25% in the center area and puffy clouds. 
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Local Adjustments 

I created a third curves adjustment layer input 121 to 71 output. 
Filled with a soft black brush at 25% and burned bottomland 
around edges. Go back over the bottom at 50%. 

I created a duplicate background. I sharpened using an unsharp 
mask 176%, Radius at 1.0, and Threshold 1 levels. 

I copied the unsharp mask and used Gaussian blur at 50 pixels 
and set the opacity at 35%.  I created a layer mask and used a 
soft brush at 25% on the center portion.  

 
Bob's Final Edit 
 
Some closing thoughts: 
 
This is the image that we all edited most similarly. While we used 
different techniques, we were all using exposure adjustments and 
contrast to guide the viewer's eye through the image. 

THIRD QUARTER CONTEST 

Entries for the 3rd quarter contest are due by midnight 

8/20/2020. The theme is “Reflections". 

2020 Directions for Quarterly Digital Contest Entries: 

The contest software on our website is still non-functional, so once again you 

will need to submit your images by email. 

As always you may submit up to three images, and they must be in JPG format, no more than 1920 pixels on 

the horizontal axis and no more than 1080 on the vertical axis. Total file size for each image must be not more 

than 1.5 MB (1500Kb). 

Once you have selected and sized your digital images, rename them in this format: title (space) your first and 

last name.jpg. 

After you have renamed your images, email them AS ATTACHMENTS (not in the body of the email). If you use 

a Mac, you may have to put the three images into a zip file and attach that or use WeTransfer. 

Email to: psccontest2020@gmail.com. I will send a reply that I received them, but it may take me up to 48 hr. 

Thanks! 

Louann Smith, PSC Contest Chairperson 

mailto:psccontsest2020@gmail.com
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Another of our favorite pho-

tographic locations is Neva-

da HWY 375  -  The Extrater-

restrial Highway.  A key to 

understanding the attraction 

lies in where this highway is 

located.  Roughly 90 miles 

north out of Las Vegas the 

highway, along with the Ce-

dar Gate Road spur, form a 

public access view of the 

northern boundary of the 

Nellis Bombing Range and 

the Nevada National Test 

Site.  Included within that 

boundary is Area 51 so right 

off the bat you have an aura 

of mystery before you begin.  

The highway runs through the sparsely populated high desert portion of southern Nevada.  If 

you love long straight stretches of 

lonely desert highway you are in luck 

here.  The road alternates between 

mountain climbs and cuts and long flat 

plains in between.  As the ground ele-

vation changes so does the vegeta-

tion going from ash trees to desert 

scrub, salt flats, sand, and of course a 

large patch of Joshua trees.  Lynn, of 

course, loves the area for the aviation 

photography opportunities.  Paula 

loves the area for the landscape, wild-

life and sunset photo opportunities.  

Together we both have a lot of fun 

and the time we are there always 

A Favorite Photographic Destination   

Nevada HWY 375 

Lynn & Paula Petty 

Still doing it the old fashioned way, 

ranchers ply their trade in the open 

range around Southern Nevada. 

Continue on Page 14 
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Cedar Gate Road turns off of HWY 

375 to provide access to the north-

ern part of the bombing range. Mid-

way along that road is an old aban-

doned and dilapidated ranch house.  

It is easy to while away hours ex-

ploring this area and wonder what it 

was like to live here years ago. 

A short and rare rainstorm lends 

itself to a very intense rainbow 

among the Joshua trees that sur-

round the eastern portion of ET 

Highway. 
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Coyote Summit is a popu-

lar location favored by air-

craft photographers.  Dur-

ing frequent USAF exercis-

es such as Red Flag or the 

semi annual Weapons 

School Class the summit is 

a good location.  It does 

require a lot of waiting and 

staying alert.  Aircraft can 

appear from any direction, 

the nearby mountains of-

ten masking the sound of 

their pending arrival.  Lynn has 

spent hours at this location only 

to net a handful of photos.   But 

those are photos true of aircraft 

in action rather than posed air 

show photos.  Here a HH-60G 

Pave Hawk maneuvers between 

hilltops and practices infiltrating 

behind enemy lines to recover a 

downed pilot from the desert 

floor.  Dry desert air and limited 

light pollution means at night the 

summit is a great location for 

Milky Way photos.  Behind the 

mountain in the photo lies Area 

51.  The yellow glow to the left is 

the lights of Las Vegas over 80 

miles away!  

Contrails show a dogfight in pro-

gress above Coyote Summit. 
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Continued on page 20 

The central anchor of ET Highway is 

the very small town of Rachel, which 

can be seen behind and to the right of 

the sign in the photo.  There is no gas 

station in Rachel.  You must fill your 

car with gas long before you get here.  

The world famous Little A’le’Inn is an 

important stop for any visitor.  It’s prime 

importance is as convenient watering 

hole.  The Alien theme of course plays 

off the Area 51 location nearby.  The 

menu includes an alien burger com-

plete with a mystery sauce. But the 

homemade pies are the 

best draw in our opinion!  

Check out the Apple Pie!  

Be sure to browse the sou-

venirs! They also sell a few 

books with local in-

formation that can be 

very helpful.  Former 

construction worker 

trailers out back 

serve as motel 

rooms that you can 

rent. 

It’s not just the sights 

around the area but 

also the sounds.  

Frequent sonic 

booms and even ex-

plosions from the 

bomb range will 

wake you up at night! 
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Twice a year the Air Force practices assaulting and capturing a hostile airfield.  The exercise is 

known as JFEX  -  that is, Joint Forcible Entry Exercise.  The Keno airstrip just inside the 

boundary serves as the practice enemy field that is to be captured.  A virtual air war takes 

place overhead.  It is possible to observe the goings-on if you can determine the date and time 

of the assault. Drive to the extreme end of Cedar 

Gate Road for a good view.  Best to park your car 

and walk along the fence about a mile to the north.  

The road you leave is technically one of the access 

points to Area 51.  What’s a photographer supposed 

to do when he sees a sign like this?  Actually no laws 

are broken!  You are standing on BLM land and free 

to do as you like.  The code refers to “while on this 

property beyond the fence” you are not allowed to 

photograph.  At least that’s what the photographers 

Lynn stood with assured him as the real truth! 

JFEX starts with an aerial “battle” 

overhead.  In the photo above an 

F-16 Aggressor posing as an en-

emy “MiG” evades a F-22 by 

punching out multiple flares 

which are meant to throw the aim 

off of a heat seeking missile.  The 

exercise continues with an A-10 

strafing the appropriate targets 

surrounding the Keno airstrip.  

The pilot obviously had a sense 

of humor here as he took time out 

to make a simulated strafing pass 

at the gaggle of photographers 

having a blast at this small very 

personal air show! 
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JFEX continues with multiple C-130s making passes 

over the field.  I counted 20 C-130s and 12 C-17s in 

total. In years past actual paratroops were involved, 

but the times we’ve observed, they only simulated air-

drops.  To the left a C-17 passes overhead of a simu-

lated enemy Surface to Air Missile (SAM) site nearby.  

You have to keep on your toes as the action can be 

anywhere around you.  Lynn was watching the field 

while one of the passing C-130s deployed “angel 

flares” to throw off a simulated SAM missile.  That 

would have made a GREAT photo (It’s always about 

the one that got away!!)  One lesson learned is the 

heat waves from the desert floor really wreck havoc 

on your focus in this situation which makes it hard to 

take photos in the summer months. 
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JFEX concludes with the C-17s actually landing and then taking off on the dirt strip at KENO.  

The desert heat waves rising from the sand will foul up your focus but the sight is one to be-

hold. 

No story on ET highway is complete without at least one photo of a “UFO” taken from the infa-

mous “Black Mailbox” location (we’ll let you Google that one!)  Low and to the right of the 

above photo you can see a few globes that seem to be hovering.  The glow on the horizon is 

Las Vegas in the distance.  (ISO 3200, 20 sec, F8.0, 30 mm)  On the radio scanner at the time 

you could tell there were several planes attacking a ground position within the ranges and de-

ploying flares to thwart Surface to Air Missiles.  You be the judge !   
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Heading to Arizona in the spring?  

Take a day trip east of Phoenix, to Florence and Superior. 

 

 

This past Spring, I flew to Arizona to visit kinfolks that live on the edge of the mountains east of Phoenix, in the 

town of Superior. I have always appreciated the different view of nature that we enjoy here in Tennessee. How-

ever, the desert of southeast Arizona is a stark contrast to 

what we are used to photographing. I was given a tour of 

several desert scenes near the towns of Florence and Supe-

rior. In the southeast region of Arizona, you can enjoy the 

vistas from the higher elevations, or you could be surround-

ed with the flora of the low desert floor and have an extreme-

ly limited view of the horizon. If you are hiking in the desert 

floor, you may have very few landmarks for navigating. This 

trip, I was down low. 

From Apache Junction, go to Florence (40 miles) via Hwy 60 

East to Hwy 79 South and continue south through Florence. 

Continue down Hwy 79 (20 miles) to the Tom Mix memorial. 

Park there and 

walk to the 

gate to enter 

an area that 

contains many 

species of cac-

ti, huge sagua-

ro, and desert 

flowers.  Watch 

out for harvest-

er ants! Spend 

about an hour 

here, then go 

back to down-

town Florence 

and enjoy lunch.  

 

 

 

Head back north on Hwy 79, and at the intersection of Hwy 60 

go east and on to the Boyce Thompson Arboretum (40 miles) 

just west of Superior. After a two-hour tour of the arboretum, 

head into Superior (10 minutes) and walk around the old town 

after supper.  

Near Florence 

 

 

 

 

By Jim Mears 
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Boyce Thompson Arboretum: 
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Photographing Rural Tennessee 

Part 1 – Dayton/Decatur/Georgetown 

 

  

   

With the advent of COVID 19 and its associated restrictions, life for photographers has changed in many ways. 

We can't travel as freely, either internationally or even within the country. Many of the places we usually photo-

graph are closed or have severe limitations. We can't attend large in-person workshops, lectures, and exhibits, 

or even smaller events like camera club field trips. So as I began looking for new photography subjects, I began 

to explore around for barns and rural scenes, sometimes alone, sometimes with one or two trusted (and COVID-

free) friends. Most of the barns I've found are on main roads, but if you scout some of the back roads, you'll find 

even more subjects. 

I'm usually looking for barns and other scenes that I can photograph from the roadside. I don't go onto private 

property without the owner's permission. But I will say that that whenever we've seen and talked to the owners, 

they are usually very gracious and let us wander their farm to photograph, and they usually wind up directing us 

to other good locations we would not have known about. It's also interesting that most of them seem to wonder 

why we bother to photograph old barns. They see them as utilitarian, but as photographers, we are lucky enough 

to see the world differently. 

Two things I have found that make all the difference in a good barn picture are light and the sky. My favorite light 

would be the soft light of overcast skies or the low, soft light of early morning. The worst light is the harsh midday 

sunlight of a clear sky. While HDR may help produce a usable image in bad light, it most likely won't be a great 

shot. My favorite skies are overcast with detailed clouds, both for their soft light, and the interesting patterns. My 

next favorite skies would be blue sky, but with lots of puffy clouds for interest. Blue skies with no clouds are pret-

ty boring, and bright uniform overcast with no cloud definition is the very worst unless you can compose with little 

or no sky in the photo. There are lots of barns that I haven't shot because of bad skies or lighting, but that means 

I have to keep going back until all the elements align. 

I'll break my locations into four geographic regions. Starting in Chattanooga, you could do any of these loops in a 

couple of hours or a half-day. 

Loop 1 

Bakewell/Sale Creek/Dayton/Decatur/Georgetown/Hwy 58 

Loop 1 starts on Hwy 27, traveling north toward Dayton. The first building that caught my eye was an old smoke-

house (late 1800's) in Bakewell. It's set back from the road and is shaded, but it still photographs best with over-

cast light.  

  

Continuing on Hwy 27, the next little town is Sale Creek. Bob and I came through here just before the 4th of July 

and saw several interesting antique shops and a market. It was heavily overcast, and even raining a bit, and the 

light was perfect. 

 By Mickey Rountree 
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I usually go through the historic district of Dayton rather than stay on the highway. There is almost always a yard 

with interesting decorations or an old building to photograph. A bit north of Dayton on Hwy 27 near the Ace 

Hardware is an old barn that has been converted into a church.   
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From the church, I go back south on Hwy 27 and take Hwy 30 toward Decatur. There are several barns I have 

photographed along Hwy 30, and a few I have passed by waiting for better light and skies. 
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At Decatur, I turn onto Hwy 58 South. Between Decatur and the bridge over the Hiwassee River, there is an old 

store that is now an antique shop. And about a half mile past that is a large farm with several silos. 

  

 

At the intersection Hwy 58 and Hwy 60, I turn right on Hwy 60. In Georgetown, there is a large red barn on the 

right. Continuing down the road to the Hiwassee Wildlife Refuge, there is a nice farm just a half-mile off of Hwy 

30. 
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From there, I go back on Hwy 60 E to Hwy 58 South. 

About two miles down Hwy 58, there is a Rock City 

barn on the left. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From there, I go back north on Hwy 58 and turn 

right on Hwy 60 North to Ooltewah Georgetown 

Rd. and then right on Meadowview Rd. 

There are several barns and an abandoned 

house along this road. We went back one 

evening and got nice contrasty clouds. 
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In Part 2, I'll cover the Athens/Sweetwater area and part of Middle Tennessee. 
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PSC Board Members 

Officers 

President Mickey Rountree  423-842-4389 president@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Pres-Elect: Bob Blevins        423-718-8123   president-elect@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Secretary: Ed Laughlin   423 894 6986 secretary@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Treasurer: Mary McLain  423-344-5643  treasurer@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Directors 

Nick Stangarone  (‘22)      423-762-2448 nick@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Louann Smith     (‘22)  423-605-0605   louann@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Lynn Petty  (‘22)   423-653-3453  lynn@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Joseph Cooper  (’21)  423-290-3570 joseph@chattanoogaphoto.org  

Dave Reason  (’21)    256-443-1969 dave@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Mary Jane Fish  (’21)   423-803-6467 maryj@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Randy Ware  (’20)  706-270-2985 randy@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Bill Mueller  (’20)  423-504-4026 shooter@gate.net 

Latta Johnston (‘20)  423-238-6871 latta@chattanoogaphoto.org  

 

Webmaster: Dave Reasons & David Temples webmaster@chattanoogaphoto.org 

Editor: Mary Jane Fish editor@chattanoogaphoto.org  

Website   www.chattanoogaphoto.org  

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/chattanoogaphoto 

Twitter    https://twitter.com/ChattanoogaFoto 

Monthly Meeting Information  

Day:  3rd Thursday Each Month 

Time:  6:00 PM, Boot Camp  
  6:30 PM, Registration & Social 
  7:00 PM, Meeting & Program 

St. John United Methodist Church 

CAC 

3921 Murray Hills Drive 

Directions: Exit Hwy 153 onto Hwy 58 North. 
Turn left at the first traffic light onto Murray Hills 
Drive. Entrance to the church is on the right. 
PSC will meet in the CAC (gymnasium) ground 
level entrance immediately in front of you. Park-
ing surrounds the church; however other en-
trances will normally be locked. 

The Photographic Society of Chattanooga holds 
club membership in the Photographic Society of 
America, ArtsBuild Chattanooga, Camera Club 
Council of Tennessee (3CT), and the North 
Georgia Camera Club Council (NG3C). 

Photographic Society of Chattanooga 

PO Box 8886 

Chattanooga, TN 37414 

A 501(c)(3)Organization 
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